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Abstract

Biomolecules from cowpea (*Vigna unguiculata*) can be beneficial in the reduction of hyperglycemia and strengthening the antioxidant status of individuals with diabetes. L6 rat skeletal muscles were exposed to various doses of cowpea peptides (0.1, 1, 10 and 100 ng) for 20 hours or insulin (100 nM) for 30 minutes. Proteins were isolated from the treated cells and analyzed by Western blot for the phosphorylation of Akt (a form of protein kinase B; PKB). Study findings show that the cowpea peptides can induce Akt phosphorylation in the cell culture. This indicates that administering the cowpea peptides to the skeletal muscle cells can activate the insulin signaling cascade. It is probable that cowpea peptides can mimic the actions of insulin by activating the same signaling cascade.
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Introduction

Insulin is a hormone, produced by the pancreas, which regulates carbohydrate and fat metabolism in the body. A major target tissue for insulin’s action is the skeletal muscle. Glucose uptake in the skeletal muscle occurs in response to insulin binding to its receptors, stimulating the insulin signaling cascade and allowing translocation of the glucose transporter (i.e. GLUT4) to the plasma membrane. Mitigation of its function in skeletal muscle results in the development of insulin resistance, a condition that is associated with diabetes. Strong evidence indicates that oxidative stress is involved in the development of insulin resistance [1]. According to Martins et al. [2], oxidative stress can occur from elevated glucose and free fatty acids which increase the production of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS). ROS such as hydroperoxyl (HOO•), hydroxyl (HO•) and superoxide anion (O2•−) radicals are physiological metabolites that result from respiration in aerobic organisms. These ROS are very unstable, and react rapidly with other substances, e.g., membrane lipids and proteins, and DNA. Oxidative stress is produced by an imbalance between oxidizing species and natural antioxidants in the body, and has been associated with cell apoptosis, aging, and chronic disease conditions such as cancer, Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and cardiovascular diseases [3].

Furthermore, ROS has been proposed to be the underlying cause for the development of insulin resistance. Current treatments for insulin resistance are associated with significant side effects. Therefore, there is a need for the development of safer and effective alternative therapies. In this regard, plants have been found to be a rich source of medicinal compounds with beneficial effects.

In 2009, diabetes accounted for approximately 70,000 deaths, making this disease the seventh leading cause of death in the United States [4]. This disease and all of its medical complications (e.g. heart disease, kidney disease, digestive disease, etc.) presents an enormous economic impact on healthcare. In 2007, the direct and indirect cost for medical care for individuals with diabetes was $174 billion [5]. Due to these medical complications, new efforts towards developing strategies for prevention and treatment of diabetes are highly needed. One such strategy is the use of medicinal compounds from plants such as cowpea (*Vigna unguiculata*).

Legumes are widely cultivated and constitute an excellent source of protein (20-30% protein). Cowpea (*Vigna unguiculata*), also called black-eye pea/bean, is a protein-rich and drought-resistant legume. It is widely grown in Africa, Latin America, Southeast Asia and southern United States. A cowpea protein isolate was reported to have a similar molecular weight and amino acid sequence as bovine insulin, and was thought to be a potential functional food with anti-diabetic and antioxidant activities [6]. In another report, cowpea peptides (α- and β-antifungal proteins) were shown to exhibit antifungal and antiviral properties [7].

In recent years, food proteins have gained increasing value due to rapidly expanding knowledge about physiologically active peptides. For instance, peptides from various dietary protein sources have been shown [8] to have positive effects on health by functioning as antihypertensive, antioxidant, anticarcinogenic and antimicrobial agents, among others. These properties have led to their being labeled as functional or biologically-active (i.e.,...
bioactive) peptides. For example, a recent in vitro study on the effects of cowpea peptides on lipid metabolism reported that cowpea peptides can act as antioxidants and inhibit the enzyme needed for biosynthesis of cholesterol, and its micellar solubility [9]. The objective of this study was to investigate the anti-diabetic characteristics of cowpea peptides in a rat skeletal muscle cell culture; considering the potential of cowpea peptides in health promotion.

Materials and Methods

Rat L6 skeletal muscle cells obtained from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA) was used. Cells were grown in Dulbecco's MEM (DMEM) (US Biological, Swampscott, MA) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and 50 μg/ml penicillin/streptomycin in a humidified chamber with 5% carbon dioxide at 37°C. Prior to beginning studies, L6 myoblasts was sub-cultured onto 6 well plates and grown to 80-90% confluence and differentiated into fused myotubes for 5 days by switching to media that contained 2% FBS. All cells were used within five passages. L6 myotubes (rat skeletal muscles) were exposed to various doses of the cowpea peptides (0.1, 1, 10 and 100ng) for 20 hours or insulin (100 nM) for 30 minutes. Samples were collected, protein isolated and Western blot analysis was performed to observe the phosphorylation of Akt, a signaling molecule in the insulin signaling pathway required to induce glucose transport.

Insulin signaling cascade

Cells were exposed to various doses of the cowpea peptides for 20 hours. Insulin (100 nM) was used as the control and applied to cells for 30 minutes. At the end of the incubation period, proteins were isolated from the cells followed by sonication in lysis buffer and centrifugation at 15,000 x g. Following electrophoresis, protein was transferred to PVDF membranes (Pierce, Rockford IL) and blocked for one hour (room temperature) in 5% dried milk. Following several washes, membranes were incubated overnight with phospho-Akt (pAkt) antibody. Beta-actin was used as the loading control. The film was incubated with a secondary antibody (Cell Signaling, Danvers MA) and washed. Membranes were developed and exposed to radiograph film.

Results and Discussions

Recent research has been on the association/link between food and health, with emphasis on the physiological functions of some food components against certain diseases. For instance, peptides derived from food proteins are known to exhibit a wide range of health-promoting bioactivities, including their roles as physiological modulators of metabolic processes [8]. Diabetes mellitus is an important metabolic disease characterized by high blood sugar level, and many treatment and management strategies for this disease have been evaluated on the utilization of plants and plant parts [10].

In this study, cowpea-derived peptides were evaluated for the prospect of regulating glucose homeostasis based on Akt phosphorylation (activation) in skeletal cell culture. The images in figure 1 are Western blot analysis showing the phosphorylation of Akt. Data from this study demonstrate that administering the cowpea peptides to L6 myotubes resulted in the phosphorylation of Akt. An important note is that phospho-Akt is a signaling molecule in the insulin signaling pathway that is required to induce cellular glucose transport. It is probable that the cowpea peptides can mimic the actions of insulin by activating the same signaling cascade.

This study provides evidence to support the prospective utilization of cowpea peptides as anti-diabetic agents. The findings demonstrate that the cowpea peptides can function in glucose metabolism via phosphorylation of Akt; which can potentially lead to the reduction in blood sugar levels. Akt (a form of protein kinase B; PKB) is a serine/threonine-specific protein kinase that plays a key role in multiple cellular processes such as glucose metabolism, apoptosis, cell proliferation, transcription and cell migration. Studies have suggested that cAMP-elevating agents could activate PKB through protein kinase A (PKA) in the presence of insulin [11].

A study on Vigna unguiculata corroborates the findings of this study regarding the insulin-like property of the cowpea peptides. Based on the reports, amino acid sequence of a protein isolated from V. unguiculata was found to be similar to the sequence of bovine insulin [6,12]. Moreover, an isolated insulin-like plant protein was shown to decrease the concentration of blood glucose in normal and diabetic mice [12]. Bioactive peptide sequences may be encrypted within the amino acid sequence of the larger protein. These peptides usually consist of 3-20 amino acids and are released from the original protein after degradation [13,8]. Thus, bioactive peptides derived from the cowpea proteins can

Figure 1: Phosphorylation of Akt by the cowpea peptides and insulin. In A: the first two lanes are insulin; and the remaining lanes are different doses of the cowpea peptides. In B: beta-actin was used as the loading control.
offer potential benefits as physiological modulators of glucose metabolism.

**Conclusion**

Cowpea proteins could play vital role in managing chronic diseases such as diabetes. Findings of this study indicate that the cowpea peptides can mimic the actions of insulin by inducing Akt phosphorylation in cultured skeletal cells. This study is ongoing to determine if these same observations are evident in an experimental animal model of diabetes.
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